Streetcars & Trolleys
King Street Streetcar Project
Far and away North America’s largest
and most-used streetcar network at
52 miles and more than 292,000 daily
riders, Toronto nonetheless has faced
challenges since the system’s inception
keeping streetcars moving smoothly
through its congested downtown.
Meanwhile, auto-oriented politicians
in Ontario often derided the vehicles
as hindrance to their single-occupant
commutes. Rather than bow to political
grandstanding and the intractability of history, the city changed
direction in late 2017.

Honorable Mention: Kansas City Streetcar, Mo.
Since Portland, Ore., inaugurated the modern streetcar movement
in the United States in 2001, well over a dozen new systems have
emerged, many of which were less than ideally designed and deployed
with indirect routing, shared travel lanes with private vehicles and lack
of sufficient signal priority. This context makes Kansas City’s version
noteworthy, with a simple, linear north-south alignment and fareless
service drawing more than 5,700 daily riders on a 2.2-mile route.
Extensions are in the works to add another four miles to the system in
coming years.

For it’s most heavily-traveled line – Route 504-King Street – city of
Toronto staff recommended limiting auto travel to one block on King
Street between Bathurst and Jarvis streets. After one block, nontransit vehicles would be forced to make a right turn onto a cross
street. Spending only $1.5 million to implement the plan starting on
November 12, 2017, travel time for Route 504 streetcars dropped by
20 percent after only a month and ridership increased an average of 30
percent. On April 16, 2019, the Toronto City Council made the project
permanent by a 19-3 vote.
King Street streetcars are now averaging 84,000 daily riders, up from
72,000 before the project was launched. The city – in conjunction with
the Toronto Transit Commission, which operates the network – are
considering deploying the approach on other routes, while continuing
their effort in adding dedicated infrastructure segments throughout the
system.

The Campaign for
Better Rail Decisions
Passenger rail projects and services – ranging from intercity routes
to streetcars – are often stymied or delivered in sub-optimal
operating environments due to poor ideas & understanding of
options. Join us to elevate the level of knowledge, development
and support for meaningful passenger rail projects in North
America: @RAILMag on Twitter & wwww.railmagazine.org
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